The stellar and gaseous mass distributions, as well as the extended rotation curve in the nearby galaxy M33 are used to derive the radial distribution of dark matter density in the halo and to test cosmological models of galaxy formation and evolution. Two methods are examined to constrain dark mass density profiles. The first one deals directly with the fitting of the rotation curve data in the range of galacto-centric distances 0.24 kpc ≤ r ≤ 22.72 kpc. As found in a previous paper [1] and using the results of recent collisionless Λ−CDM numerical simulations, we confirm that the Navarro-Frenkel-White (NFW) dark matter profile provides a better fit to the rotation curve data than the cored Burkert (URC) profile. The second method relies on the local equation of centrifugal equilibrium and on the rotation curve slope. In the aforementioned range of distances, we fit an empirical velocity profile using a function which has a rational dependence on the radius. Following [2], we then derive an expression for the slope of the rotation curve and for the radial dependence of the local dark matter distribution. In the radial range 9.53 kpc ≤ r ≤ 22.72 kpc, where the uncertainties induced by the luminous matter (stars and gas) become negligible, we tested again the NFW and the URC dark matter profiles. With this second method, we confirm that both profiles are compatible with the data even though in this case the cored Burkert mass density profile provides a better fit to the data and a more reasonable value for the barionic-to-dark matter ratio. 
The stellar and gaseous mass distributions, as well as the extended rotation curve in the nearby galaxy M33 are used to derive the radial distribution of dark matter density in the halo and to test cosmological models of galaxy formation and evolution. Two methods are examined to constrain dark mass density profiles. The first one deals directly with the fitting of the rotation curve data in the range of galacto-centric distances 0.24 kpc ≤ r ≤ 22.72 kpc. As found in a previous paper [1] and using the results of recent collisionless Λ−CDM numerical simulations, we confirm that the Navarro-Frenkel-White (NFW) dark matter profile provides a better fit to the rotation curve data than the cored Burkert (URC) profile. The second method relies on the local equation of centrifugal equilibrium and on the rotation curve slope. In the aforementioned range of distances, we fit an empirical velocity profile using a function which has a rational dependence on the radius. Following [2] , we then derive an expression for the slope of the rotation curve and for the radial dependence of the local dark matter distribution. In the radial range 9.53 kpc ≤ r ≤ 22.72 kpc, where the uncertainties induced by the luminous matter (stars and gas) become negligible, we tested again the NFW and the URC dark matter profiles. With this second method, we confirm that both profiles are compatible with the data even though in this case the cored Burkert mass density profile provides a better fit to the data and a more reasonable value for the barionic-to-dark matter ratio.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the innermost parts of galaxy disks, ranging between 1 and 3 disk exponential length-scales, according to the galaxy photometry [3] , the observed luminous matter dominates the kinematics [4] [5] [6] , meanwhile the outer skirts show discrepancies in the experimental velocity profiles as they contradict the predictions of the classical models of gravity. The discrepancies arise from the fact that the measured velocities tend to be constant with the radius as one moves away from the galactic center. In order to explain this issue, a dark matter (DM) density distribution [7] [8] [9] should be included in the computation of the total gravitational potential, such that along with the luminous matter contribution, help to keep constant the velocity of the most distant stars from the galactic center.
To solve this riddle, a dynamical analysis of extended rotation curves should be coupled with detailed maps of the surface-brightness of the luminous components in various bands. From these, one can determine the stellar and gas mass densities that contribute to the gravitational potential. These inputs shed light on how DM should be distributed radially, to form a shaped halo over the entire galaxy.
Going into some more detail, results from numerical simulations on the basis of cosmological Λ−CDM models suggest that the DM density distribution should be nearly universal, i.e. independent of the mass of the halo. This density profile have a characteristic steep-slope in the inner galactic regions which can be approximated by the power-law ρ(r)/ρ c ≃ (r/r c ) −γ , with ρ c a characteristic constant density and r c the constant scaling radius. Purely DM structures which fulfill the Jeans equation should exhibit 1 ≤ γ ≤ 3: the so-called "cuspy profiles" [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Nevertheless, unfortunately these density profiles are hard to verify in spiral galaxies since their innermost regions are dominated by the luminous matter [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
In the present paper, we analyze the DM contributions to the rotation curve of the spiral galaxy NGC 598, also and hereafter quoted as M33, which provides useful tests for the Λ−CDM cosmological scenario since it is higher in mass than a dwarf, it hosts no bulge nor prominent bars [22] , and the absence of large luminous mass concentrations alleviates the uncertainties in the inner circular velocities. M33 is a low-luminosity spiral galaxy and the third most luminous member of the Local Group [21] , rich in gas and more dark matter dominated than its brighter neighbor M31 [22] . Our motivations on this spiral galaxy comes from its low luminosity and the fact that its rotation curve is very well traced with unprecedented spatial resolution due to its proximity. In addition, recently [1] have considerably reduced the uncertainties on the baryonic content of this galaxy by determining the stellar mass surface density distribution via pixel-SED (Spectral Energy Distribution) fitting methods based on population synthesis models.
To study the distribution of DM in this spiral galaxy, two methods will be used. The first one consists in fitting directly the rotation curve using global halo mass models such as NFW and URC radial profiles to compute the DM contribution, and the stellar and the gaseous disk mass distributions for the baryonic contribution to the curve. This is done via χ 2 minimization and it has been already carried on by [1] . They have found that globally, a NFW halo provides a better fit than an URC profile. However, despite the extent of the rotation curve reported by [1] , the DM halo density cannot be uniquely determined using this method since in the outermost regions the luminous matter still contributes significantly to the total gravitational potential. To better constrain the DM density distribution in the outer regions, it is convenient to find a scheme where some quantity related to the luminous matter density becomes negligible at large galacto-centric distances. From the classical models of gravity, the velocity contributions from the stellar and gaseous disks decrease radially closely to the ∼ r −1/2 power law for r > ∼ 9.53 kpc.
The paper is organized in three sections. In Sec.(II) we first present the three main luminous matter components of the galactic disk of the spiral galaxy M33, with their corresponding surface mass densities, as well as the experimental rotation curve and the dynamical analysis, fitting the global DM density profiles as studied in the previous paper [1] . In Sec.(III) we develop the recent local modelling technique that does not rely on any of the previously global mass modeling of the galaxy and we obtain a very robust and careful determination of the DM halo density of M33. Finally, Sec.(IV) is devoted to express the conclusions of the present work.
II. LUMINOUS AND DARK MATTER CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ROTATION CURVE
This section is devoted to summarize some relevant result on the two main luminous matter components, stars and gas, of the galactic disk of M33 and their corresponding surface mass density radial-dependence as derived by [1] and used to fit the rotation curve of M33.
A. Stellar and gaseous disks
Thanks to the tight correlations between the color and the apparent stellar mass-to-light ratio M/L [23] , the stellar mass to a first approximation can be determined using multi-band optical imaging measurements of the whole galaxy luminosity. Due to likely radial variations of the stellar mass-to-light ratio, as galaxy disks grow with time, [24] [25] [26] have been using chemo-photometric models for a large samples of spatially resolved disk dominated galaxies. A radially decreasing mass-to-light ratio was found based on galaxy color gradients and spectral synthesis techniques. Being M33 the second closest spiral, [1] , implemented an extension of the ZCR09 method, to obtain a detailed map of the stellar surface mass density using mosaic maps in the B, V , I, f g and i bands from the Local Group Survey [27] and from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey [28] . After processed the images, as described in [1] , a pixel-by-pixel synthesis model of the stellar population was performed, to obtain the stellar mass map of the M33, disk out to 5 kpc. This showed a clear radial gradient of the mass-to-light ratio in the inner regions, consistent with the negative radial metallicity gradient which supports an inside-out formation scenario and underlines the importance of carrying out a careful analysis of the stellar mass distribution in disks before computing their contribution to rotation curves. By fitting the resulting radial averages of the stellar surface mass density of M33 using exponential functions with with different scale-lengths r s , for r >5 kpc [1] obtained a closed expression for σ s (r) in units M ⊙ pc −2 using the observed light scale-length.
The fits to the radial distribution of the stellar mass density are shown in Fig.(1) , where we can notice the drop of the stellar mass density by more than 3 orders of magnitudes from the center to the outskirts of the M33 disk. As in [1] , to compute the dynamical contribution of the stellar mass density to the rotation curve, we consider the stellar disk perpendicular to the galactic plane as a flaring disk with a radially varying half thickness of only 100 pc at the center but as high as 1 kpc at the outer disk edge.
The gaseous disk is made of atomic and molecular gas (hydrogen and helium). The high resolution 21-cm data of M33 for the atomic hydrogen gas, the relative best fitting tilted ring model, and the radial averages of the HI surface density distribution, σ HI (r), have been presented by [1] . For the dynamical contribution of the gaseous disk to the rotation curve, the gaseous disk has been considered vertically thick with half thickness of h = 0.5 kpc. As we can see in Fig.(1) , the stellar disk surface density dominates over the gaseous in the innermost parts of the galaxy (r < ∼ 7 kpc). In the approximate range 7 kpc < ∼ r < ∼ 10 kpc, stars and the atomic gas give a similar contribution to the total mass surface density and beyond 10 kpc, both decrease radially with a similar scale-length.
The stellar and gaseous disk contributions add in quadrature to fit the rotation curve as follows:
where
, is the ratio between the stellar disk mass and that given by Eq.(1), which is 4.9×10
9 M⊙ out to r = 23 kpc. The parameter Υ takes into account the 30% uncertainties on the stellar disk mass as described by [1] and hence the total stellar disk mass is allowed to vary in the interval 3.4 − 6.4 × 10 9 M ⊙ .The symbols V s (r) and V g (r) indicate the contributions to the rotation curve of the stellar mass, as given by of Eq. (1), and of the Helium corrected HI and H 2 gas mass.
B. Dark matter halo models and dynamical analysis of the rotation curve
A dynamical analysis of the rotation curve can be done by fitting its observed values in the radial range: 0.24 ≤ r ≤ 23 kpc, using a dark matter halo model in addition to the gas and stellar surface density contributions to it as presented in the previous subsection. Two different spherical global DM halo models will be considered. In the framework of the collisionless Cold Dark Matter (Λ−CDM) cosmology, a wide number of numerical simulations [11, 12, 29, 30] , predict that the DM halo density distributions show an universal ρ(r) = ρ(r, ρ c , r c ) dependence on the galactic radius r, with scaling density ρ c and scaling radius r c .. These density profiles are self-similar and universal in the sense that they are time-independent and independent of halo mass, initial density perturbation spectrum, or value of cosmological parameters [11, 12] . The two dynamical parameters ρ c and r c are model-dependent and shall be determined through the best fit to the rotation curve. Numerical simulation however show that these two parameters are not independent.
The NFW density profile is given by:
where ρ c and r c are the two usual halo parameters. As in the previous case, this density profile contributes to the velocity fields as
Instead of ρ c and r c , in the literature [11, 12, [31] [32] [33] , are widely used the virial mass M vir and the concentration parameter c = r vir /r c , related to ρ c and r c by
where r vir is the virial radius and ρ crit = 9.3 × 10 −30 g cm −3 is the critical density of the Universe [34] . M vir and the concentration parameter c are not independent from each other as suggested by numerical simulations of galaxy formation [11, 12, [31] [32] [33] . Recent simulations [35] suggest a correlation relation, expressed using the dimensionless Hubble Parameter h = 0.678 as:
The results of the fittings of the rotation curve of M33 discussed in [1] gives a concentration parameter c = 6.7 and a virial mass of M vir = 5 × 10 11 M ⊙ , with a stellar mass close to the upper limit of the considered interval. Only considering the composite probability, which takes into account the fit to the rotation curve, the synthesis models of the stellar population and the c − M vir relation found by numerical simulations, the following parameters are found: c = (9.5 ± 1.5), M vir = (4.3 ± 1.0) × 10 11 M ⊙ , and M Corbelli * = (4.8 ± 0.6) × 10 9 M ⊙ , The second global halo model which we will consider is the phenomenological cored density distribution that successfully fits the rotation curve of dark matter dominated dwarf galaxies (e.g. [20] , and references therein). The universal rotation curve of galaxies and the kinematics of individual spiral galaxies point to cored dark halos with a central constant-density such as the Burkert halo profile [16, 17] ; its mass density distribution is given by
where ρ c and r c are the scaling density (the central density) and radius (the core radius) respectively. This density profile induces a gravitational potential such that contributes to the the velocity of every particle in the galactic disk as V URC : 
The central core density ρ c and the scaling radius r c are are not independent as shown by results obtained in [36] , based on high-resolution rotation curves of nearly 1000 dwarf spiral galaxies and spiral galaxies of late and early types. This correlation between ρ c and r c is expressed as:
However, as discussed in the previous paper [1] , the results of the global fittings disfavor this model. The model is compatible with the stellar mass distribution and with the dynamical analysis of the M33 rotation curve only if the stellar mass distribution is that given by the BVI map, slightly different than the one given by equation (1) which corresponds to the BVIgi mass map. The best fitting values are r c = 7.5 kpc, ρ c = 18.0 × 10 6 M ⊙ kpc −3 and M Corbelli * = 7.2 × 10 9 M ⊙ ,. As discussed in the introduction, still beyond 10 kpc, the influence of the luminous matter is not negligible and any measurement of the DM distribution would be fraught with large uncertainties due to the luminous matter contribution. A second method presented in the next section will be less dependent on the luminous matter distribution and it will help us to clarify better the properties of the DM halo that hosts M33.
III. MODEL-INDEPENDENT METHOD FOR LOCAL DENSITY ESTIMATION.
A new method to determine the DM density distribution in spiral galaxies has been introduced by [2] . This method was applied first to estimate the value of the DM density at the Sun's location, and extended in [37] to the study of the DM distribution in the galaxy NGC 3198. The goal of this section is to derive for the spiral galaxy M33, a model independent DM density, where at large radii, the influences of the stellar and gaseous disks are weak.
A. The local density estimation method
The idea, brought by [2] is to resort the equation of centrifugal equilibrium, which equilibrates the spiral galaxies:
where a h , a s , and a g are the radial accelerations, generated by the DM halo, stellar and gaseous disks respectively. Under the approximation of a spherical DM halo, we have
where X q is a factor correcting the spherical Gauss law used above in case of an oblate DM halo and takes values between 1.05 and 1.00 (see details in [2] ), V is the velocity given by the rotation curve, V s and V g are the stellar and gas velocities and Υ the usual stellar mass-to-light ratio. The strength of this method lies in the fact that after some length-scale r 0 (9.53 kpc for M33), Newtonian gravity predicts that the stellar and gaseous velocity contributions to the galactic disk decrease nearly V ∼ r − 1 2 ; whereby Eq. (15) and Eq.(16) predict a sharp falling of the equivalent three-dimensional stellar and gaseous bulk densities ρ s and ρ g , and in Eq. (13) we are left only with the contribution coming from the rotation curve. From this, we can infer on the DM halo properties directly from the experimental data and not relying on the luminous matter component, which carries uncertainties coming from the stellar massto-light ratio Υ. With this method, we get rid of the Υ parameter and we are left only with the scaling density and scaling radius parameters respectively. But there's one conspicuous issue left to treat and it is about finding an analytical expression for the total velocity V (r) to model the experimental rotation curve. Since we have a discreet set of points describing the data, its numerical derivative will make less efficient the computation of the total density Eq. (14) . In the next subsection we propose an appropriate empirical smooth curve to solve this problem.
B. Empirical velocity profile
As a conclusion of the previous section, which was already derived in [1] , a cuspy mass density profile is preferred than a cored one when fitting globally the rotation curve of M33. On the other hand, with the local density method, we can study the M33 DM halo properties directly from the experimental data by computing the density given by Eq. (14) for r > 9.53 kpc, where ρ s and ρ g are negligible. We only need an analytical expression to represent the rotation curve data, and for this, we propose:
This is a simple, rational, 3-parameter-dependent velocity profile that reproduces at large galactocentric distances a flat velocity curve and as we will see immediately, it describes genuinely the rotation curve in the range allowed by the experimental data. The three parameters, namely V 0 the terminal velocity, r c the scaling radius and d < 1 an additional parameter to prevent V (r) to be constant, make a parallel with the mass models studied before in the sense that they have the same number of parameters to fit. Minimizing the χ 2 distribution using the rotation curve data (and its measurement errors) altogether with Eq. (17), we obtain the best fit parameters: V 0 = (130.2 ± 1.0) km s −1 , r c = (1.3 ± 0.1) kpc, and d = (0.12 ± 0.03), giving a χ 2 red = 0.75, which is even less than the one found for the NFW model by [1] . In Fig.(2) are shown the fitted rotation curve, compared with the URC profile (left panel) and the NFW profile (right panel) results as obtained in [1] and showed in the previous section. Moreover, in Figs.(3) are shown the 1, 2, 3σ confidence levels for such three free parameters. 
C. Dark matter profiles and effective densities
Given the goodness of the fit with Eq. (17), we can represent the experimental data with such empirical velocity profile, and the corresponding propagated errors. As mentioned before, and as we will see immediately, for r > ∼ 9.53 kpc, the contributions of the star and gas densities fall sharply, therefore, neglecting their presence in Eq.(12), we are left only with the DM halo contribution. Now we fit the density profile that describes the our experimental data Eq. (14) , in the range of galactocentric distances 9.53 kpc ≤ r ≤ 22.72 kpc, with the URC Eq. (8) and NFW Eq.(2) density profiles respectively.
In the case of the URC profile, we obtain the best fitting parameters: r c = (9.6 ± 0.5) kpc and ρ c = (12.3 ± 1.0)× 10 6 M ⊙ kpc −3 respectively, giving a χ 2 red = 0.8 and the halo virial mass is M vir (3.0 ± 0.8) × 10 11 M ⊙ . In Fig.(4) (left panel) is shown the corresponding fitting in log-log scale. Notice that nearly around r = 9.53 kpc the stars and gas contributions drop sharply more than two orders of magnitude, therefore, in the radial range 9.53 kpc ≤ r ≤ 22.72 kpc the stellar mass-to-light ratio Υ plays no role in the analysis and we are left only with the two halo parameters to fit. Moreover, in the right panel of Fig.(4) is shown the corresponding 1, 2, 3σ confidence levels for such two free parameters. The right panel also shows the correlation equation Eq.(11) as the continuous blue line and its 1σ region shaded, showing that the solution obtained for the parameters ρ c and r c lie inside the error margins given by this correlation, as reported in [36] . (14); in red and blue colors are plotted the effective densities of stars and gas given by Eq. (15) and Eq.(16) respectively; the continuous green line correspond to the best fitting curve considering the URC profile, while the dashed green line represents the URC DM halo. The right panel shows the 1,2 and 3σ confidence ellipses (red, orange and yellow) for the best fitting parameters rc and ρc respectively, as well as the correlation relation between these two parameters (blue continuous line) given by Eq.(11) with a 20% of uncertainty (shaded blue area).
On the other hand, we performed the same analysis but using the NFW profile. In this case we obtained the best fitting values c = (9.5 ± 0.7) and M vir = (5.4 ± 0.6) × 10 11 M ⊙ , giving a χ 2 red = 1.0. In the left panel of Fig.(5) is shown the corresponding fitting in log-log scale. In the right panel we present the corresponding 1, 2, 3σ confidence levels for such two free parameters, as well as the correlation relations given by Eq.(7). As also shown in Fig.(5) (right panel) , our results are in good agreement with Eq.(13) (blue shaded area).
The distribution of matter in M33, known by the observational data, starts from r = 0.24 kpc. Below this range, no information can be extracted except for the extrapolation of the data using the best fitting models, which should be tested with higher resolution observations. In the radial sector 0.24 kpc ≤ r < ∼ 3.2 kpc the stellar component dominates over the cored DM halo, while for the NFW case this sector is even smaller 0.24 kpc ≤ r < ∼ 1.6 kpc. In both cases, no information can be extracted either since any measurements of DM distribution would be fraught with large uncertainties due to the stellar contribution (i.e. the stellar disk accounts for almost the total gravitational potential of the galaxy). Even up to 9.53 kpc, the luminous matter still competes against DM to maintain its dominance over the total gravitational potential, but above this range, the first drops sharply, leading the DM to master the balance of the galaxy. In contrast to what was obtained in [1] with the global dynamical analysis, in the outer layers of the galactic disk, a cored DM halo characterizes the nature of the DM distribution that harbors the galaxy M33 instead of a cuspy profile as the NFW, thus showing a strong disagreement with the predictions made by the simulations from the Λ−CDM model.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
So far we have taken two different ways to study and better understanding of the properties of the DM halo surrounding the galaxy M33. In the first method, already tackled by [1] , a global fit of the rotation curve in the range 0.24 kpc ≤ r ≤ 22.72 kpc, was performed in order to determine the halo properties using the URC and NFW profiles. The results led us to favor a NFW halo with parameters c = (9.5 ± 1.5), M vir = (4.3 ± 1.0) × 10 11 M ⊙ and M Corbelli * = (4.8 ± 0.6) × 10 9 M ⊙ , giving a χ 2 red = 1.1. The fits with the URC profile were not satisfactory since it requires a heavier stellar disk which is not supported by the observations of the stellar mass-map. However, due to the non-negligible contribution of the luminous matter component and its uncertainties, we can not extract a concrete result on the DM properties from this type of analysis. In order to get more information about the properties of the DM halo, we turn to a second method easily exploitable because it allows directly to determine the most notable features of the halo in the radial range 9.53 kpc ≤ r ≤ 22.72 kpc, where the luminous matter influence is negligible. This method led us to a completely different result, favoring a cored halo with parameters r c = (9.6 ± 0.5) kpc and ρ c = (12.3 ± 1.0) × 10 6 M ⊙ kpc −3 and a smaller χ 2 red = 0.8, unlike the first method.
